
An invitation to unfold the mystery, wisdom, and power of your Superconscious. 

Osho defines the Superconscious as the place in our psyche where all our highest 
understandings, spiritual experiences and knowings are stored. In this group, we want 
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Osho defines the Superconscious as the place in our psyche where all our highest 
understandings, spiritual experiences and knowings are stored. In this group, we want 
to remember and contact these understandings and knowings. We experience how this 
improves our intuition and opens new doors to a higher quality of life.

This group process uses Hypnosis and Meditation together to connect with the 
mystery, wisdom, and power of your Superconscious. We will use hypnotic trance-
states so that your mind can relax and receive the knowings of your Superconscious. 
These knowings of the Superconscious can give meaning to your life. You will learn 
practical tools to discover the hidden resources of your being. You will fall in 
resonance with nature so that nature brings you closer to the divine spirit. And it is 
the Superconscious that knows how to receive this spirit.

“This is a pioneering effort to bring Hypnosis and Meditation together for the first 
time. But together they can be tremendously great. They can bring you so much light, 
so much blissfulness – and so easily”.
(OSHO: The Great Pilgrimage)

“Once mind accepts enlightenment as a better way of life, you have destroyed the 
greatest enemy. Then mind also starts using the insights of enlightenment and is 
willing to change itself. Once the mind is convinced that enlightenment gives you a 
better life, a more refined, graceful life, a more blissful life, the mind is intelligent 
enough to go beyond itself.
(OSHO, Isan, No Footprints in the Blue Sky)
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